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Abstract
Location-aware, social, mobile games are now becoming a practical reality. This
investigation sought to understand if and how such technology could be utilised
as an engaging vehicle for BBC content, and more specifically as a learning tool,
particularly for younger members of the BBC's audience.
The investigation also sought to assess the possible benefit of interlinking the
“universes” of different games to create a richer, more engaging experience by,
to some degree, creating the impression of there being a larger number of
players in each game. This was implemented by players in one game manifesting
in another form within the other.
Two interlinked location-aware learning games for children were designed,
developed, built and evaluated, using an Open Source platform (called Wombile)
on mobile phones and GPS receivers. A small scale controlled pilot trial was
conducted with 6 players.
This trial demonstrated that interactive, social, multi-player gaming experiences
on mobile phones can be fun and appealing to children; that gaming experiences
can be used to deliver learning experiences; and that implementing a ‘multiple
universes’ interlinked-game concept enhanced the overall experience.
The project also demonstrated the feasibility of building these types of application
using the Wombile platform.
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The structure of this report


Sections 2 to 5 describe the background and rationale that led to this work;introduces the
two games – Feud and Pack – that were developed; and explains the design of the trial



Sections 6 to 9 describe the findings of the trial, the conclusions drawn, and discusses
possibilities for further work



Appendix A introduces and describes Wombile – the open source platform which which the
games were built.



Appendix B explains development process and the design of Feud and Pack in greater
technical detail

Background

Gaming is no longer a solitary experience. ‘Communities’ are now a key feature of some of the
most successful computer games. Although most mobile phone games don’t currently have a
community aspect, their inherent nature as communication devices means that it is likely to be only
a matter of time before it becomes much more commonplace.
The desire for collaborative play is a key driver in many types of human-media participation; it
occurs naturally as part of socialisation (the urge to be in company, share moments and feelings
and be part of a group). Collaboration is a crucial feature of many successful computer games.
From online community games such as LittleBigPlanet to augmented-reality games played on the
big-screens in city centres[1][2], we witness strangers coming together and communicating
effectively for the period of a game, then dispersing.
Exploring and collecting are also key features of successful applications and game designs. For
example, two BBC projects, BBC Collect [3][4] & Stories@Kew [5] delivered location-aware
content to mobile devices at two popular tourist attractions. Although these applications were
essentially information delivery systems designed to enhance on-location experiences, the children
using the applications made the act of finding and collecting content into a challenge/game –i.e.,
who could be the first to gather all 13 pieces of content from London Zoo/Kew Gardens.
Exploration and collection, as drivers for engagement, are also discussed in the BBC/AHRC
Knowledge Exchange Programme project Children in Virtual Worlds.†
A sense of progress and achievement (or even the promise of progress) are also important factors
in many successful games (from Brain Training on the Nintendo DS to the Gamertag
achievements system on Xbox Live) which can evoke prolonged player interest and participation.
By providing and presenting content in a different medium or context, could previously uninterested
users become interested? Stories@Kew presented content from a gardening programme ‘A Year
At Kew’ to teenagers on mobile phones. The content proved to be popular despite them not being
members of the TV programme's target audience. [5]
†

Children in Virtual Worlds examines the different behaviours that players adopt in relation to the world, with age, gender and media
literacy taken into account. The study found that explorers tended to be split evenly across both age and gender but were generally the
more confident children. Drivers for engagement included quests, solving puzzles and going on “journeys.” Collectors tended to be older
children, again of either gender. Their prime motivator tended to be the accumulation of game items with a perceived shared value. [7]
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GPS-equipped mobile phones are also becoming common. Phones that know their location
potentially enable users to play virtual world mobile games in the real world with relationships
between virtual and real world locations.
Multi-player gaming experiences benefit hugely from having sufficient numbers of players to create
a rich and engaging experience. However this need for many players to be participating in the
same game makes it difficult to drive audiences to games that are highly personalised or
application or context specific since the community of players may be spread more thinly across a
larger diversity of games.
By sharing and re-using player data between games, or by mapping actions and events of one
game into another, it may be possible to reclaim some of the benefits of critical mass whilst
allowing players to be spread more thinly across multiple games. In effect, such a system would be
overlapping the universes of multiple games. This idea has the potential to solve many of the
problems inherent in trying to create ultra-personalised experiences but also retain some of the
emotional and dramatic impact of sharing experiences with a large number of other people.
Existing research into users' perceptions of privacy issues in social networking services show that
users are often willing to share only certain types of information with other users [6]. Users are
more willing to share data such as screen names, first names or interests, than data which
provides greater scope for tracing or locating the individual – such as locality. The issue of trust
comes into play since the user must also have trust in the provider of the service and what
information will be shared with them. These considerations are, naturally, important in the context
of networked, social and location-aware services.
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The aims of the trial

The hypotheses this trial sought to test are as follows:


Interactive social or multi-player gaming experiences on mobile devices are fun (particularly
for children).



Gaming experiences can be used to deliver learning/education.



Implementing the "overlapping universes" concept adds to the enjoyment/learning
experience.

The evaluation also has a number of ancillary aims and objectives associated with the technology,
design and behavioural aspects of the project:


To test if this type of content can be built using current technology.



To determine if thin-client applications can deliver an engaging interactive experience (in
the form of a real-time location and network-aware mobile game).



To identify any behavioural differences or preferences for the different game mechanisms
implemented (social collaboration, competition and lone activities)
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The two games
4.1

Introduction

For this trial, two mobile phone based games were designed and implemented. Each player,
equipped with a phone, can interact with the game world and other players:


Pack is a collaborative game based on natural history content (hunting with other timber
wolves in the Canadian Rocky Mountains)



Feud is a competitive game that uses historical content (combat between Celtic Tribes in
Roman Britain)

The content of both games was linked to Key Stage 3 of the National Curriculum (11 to 14 year
olds).
Both games shared some game mechanics in common: “foraging” in Pack and “exploring” in Feud,
were broadly equivalent in purpose and usage. Other mechanics differed significantly: “hunting” in
Pack had both a different structure and purpose to “combat” in Feud. One was collaborative in
nature, whereas the other was competitive. These mechanics will be described in more detail
below.
4.2

The development process

In implementing the games, effort was equally divided between software coding and the research
and creation of textual and graphical assets (the actual content of the games). A small amount of
programming work was also done to improve the robustness of the Wombile platform.
Two cycles of informal user testing, with colleagues not involved in the project, resulted in some
substantial revisions to the design of the user interactions and some revisions to game assets
(textual and graphical content).
4.3

Technology used

The games were implemented as a phone application (a ‘thin client’, written in Java) which the
user interacts with, and a server (a shared infrastructure, accessed via the internet) that does all
the work of running the game. This server instructs the application on each phone to display text,
graphics, and options for the user to chose from. In turn, the phone application regularly informs
the server of its GPS location and any user interactions. This constant exchange of data enables a
rich interactive (and contextual) experience.
Both games were actually implemented by the same game server. Links were deliberately created
between the two games – allowing players from one game to influence the other. By allowing
people in different games/experiences to interact with each other and share common data, the
hope was to add critical mass to the playing community and increasing its richness and enjoyment
(as described above in section 2). We refer to this interlinking as “overlapping universes”.
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4.4

Feud

4.4.1 An Oveview
Feud is a combat game set in Iron Age Britain at the time of the Roman Invasion.

Figure 1: Login, Introduction and "Home" screens for Feud
Each player takes the identity of a Celtic tribe of the period. Figure 1 Illustrates how the game
begins by setting the scene and providing the player with their identity.

Figure 2: Cultural information delivered through exploration in Feud
Through battling with each other and exploring their surroundings, players are informed about iron
age culture: arts, architecture, society. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the exploration and
information screens which directly present historical information to the player.
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Figure 3: Information is also presented directly if the user requests it
The objective of the game is to attain the highest status possible by winning battles and exploring
the game world.
Morale represents the overall condition of the tribe at any given time. It governs the effectiveness
of the player’s actions and can go up or down depending on in-game events. A tribe with high
morale will be more powerful in the game, and therefore attain higher status.
4.4.2 What the player can do
At any time, players in Feud can bring up snippets of information about life in Britain during this
period. This is presented as an option titled “Did you know?”.
Players can also choose to “Explore” which may reveal an immediate benefit, or a quandry where
the player must make the right choice. Players must physically move before the exploration option
will work again because once a location has been explored, there is nothing more to find there.

Figure 4: Attacking other tribes (or Romans) in Feud
When a player is in proximity to another player they can choose to attack them. Players must
choose the correct strategy to maximise the chances of their attack being successful. To assist
with this, a player can first “spy” on their opponent to reveal information that will help them make
the correct choice.
The screens players see when engaging in combat are illustrated above in Figure 4.
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4.4.3 Links to the National Curriculum
Feud supports the approach to learning of British History in Key Stage 3 of the British National
Curriculum [8]. Feud enhances a child's chronological understanding by providing a framework for
them to engage in activities characteristic of the societies prevalent in Iron Age Britain.
The content delivered through activities such as combat and exploration improves cultural
knowledge of a particular historical period. As explained below in the description of the evaluation
process, this was assessed through the comparison of pre and post-game interviews.
4.5

Pack

4.5.1 An Oveview
In Pack each player takes on the role of a Canadian timber wolf running with a pack in a
collaborative game.

Figure 5: Initial and player status screens in Pack
The objective of the game is to gain the highest possible status within the pack, eventually rising to
alpha wolf. Players can call up their status at any time, as shown in Figure 5.
The game has two statistics that govern play: health and pack points. Health is overall condition of
the wolf, and is constantly falling. It has to be topped up by foraging to find shelter, food and water.
Examples of foraging screens are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Examples of foraging in Pack
It can also be adversely affected by in-game events such as injury or weather conditions. Pack
points are gained by exploring and collaborating with other wolves. Individual wolves can hunt
together if they wish.
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By going it alone the risks are greater but so are the rewards. Players are ultimately ranked by the
number of pack points they accumulate.
4.5.2 What the player can do
At any time, players in Pack can bring up snippets of information about life as a wolf. This is
presented as an option titled “Wolf Lore”, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: "Wolf Lore" information screens in Pack
Players can also choose to “Forage” which may reveal an immediate benefit, or a quandry where
the player must make the right choice. Players must physically move before the foraging option will
work again because once a location has been foraged, there is nothing more to find there.
Players can choose to hunt when they are near one or more possible prey. The hunting process is
illustrated in Figure 8. If two or more players are in close proximity, then they can collaborate by all
choosing to attack the same prey at the same time to increase their chance of success.

Figure 8: Examples of hunting in Pack
4.5.3 Links to the National Curriculum
Pack supports Scientific concepts in Key Stage 3 of the British National Curriculum [9], with
particular respect to Biology content relating to organisms, behaviour and health.
The game communicates how organisms interact with their environments and fit within certain
ecosystems. The hunting mechanism introduces the idea of animals collaborating for the greater
good of the group. Content delivered through the exploration and 'lore' mechanisms improves
general knowledge of the wolves' life-cycle and of their relationships with each other and their prey.
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4.6

The overlapping universes aspect

The interactions of the all the players, in both games, are deliberately interlinked. For example, the
presence of Roman invaders in the Feud universe is based on the location of players in the Pack
universe. Similarly, players of Feud manifest as the presence of a hostile bear in the Pack
universe.
The intention was to enrich the game world for both games, create a more dynamic experience for
all players.
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The Design of the trial

The evaluation process for this pilot trial aimed to gain insight into how the target audience of
younger children would understand and appreciate the games and whether they would learn from
them. It also aimed to assess how the “multiple universe” concept would affect the gaming
experience.
The team was also interested in any other behavioural or game design insights and assesing the
ability of a Wombile based system to deliver a sufficiently engaging interactive game experience.

Setting up the evaluation trial
Two teams of players took part in the evaluation. There were 3 players in each team: 4 children
(12-13yrs, 2 male, 2 female); and 2 adults (1 male, 1 female).
Before beginning, the children were individually interviewed, using semi-structured questionnaires
to elicit their levels of technical and gaming experience.
All 6 players were given a brief welcome talk by a one of the researchers, in order to explain the
purpose of the trial. At this stage the specific games they would be playing were not discussed, nor
was it mentioned that there was more than one game. This was done deliberately so that it would
be up to the players to realise that there was more than one game and that they were linked
together.
The players were then split into the two teams. Each team was led by a separate researcher to a
separate table at either end of the patio area adjacent to the lawns, outside of easy hearing range
of the other team, where they were introduced to the game they would be playing. At both tables 3
phones had been pre-prepared (along with a GPS unit for each), logged into the games ready for
play to commence. The phones on one table were set up to play the Pack game. At the other
table, the phones were set up for Feud.
The researcher at each table gave an extremely brief explanation of the theme of the game the
players would be playing then demonstrated how to control it before handing phones to all the
players and ensuring they were satisfied they understood how to use it. This process was not
rigidly structured but lasted no more than a few minutes.
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Participants were briefed as a group, then separately for each game
The researchers then led the players out to the lawn area to commence the game. The teams
roamed around a defined area on the lawn of Kingswood Warren, playing the games for between
15 to 20 minutes each. The players' activities were observed and videoed by the research team,
while their interactions with the games were automatically logged.
One researcher remained back at the patio area to monitor the status of the game systems. Play of
each game was concluded by this researcher manually issuing a command to the system that
displayed a “return to base” message on the displays of all the phones.
A 15 minute break followed in which players were re-interviewed. Again, semi-structured
questionnaires were used, this time to gather feedback about key aspects of the game experience
so far.
For the second round of gameplay, the same procedure was followed: phones were prepared then
each team of players was separately introduced to the other game. The phone handsets used for
each game remained the same. Players therefore used different handsets for the second game.
Again, after playing, the children were re-interviewed using semi-structured questionnaires to
gather similar feedback.
All the data from the evaluation session was collected & analysed. Feedback from the two adult
players was also recorded, but was considered separately, as they were not part of the target
audience.
It was intended that the findings inform further development work on similar projects, and also be
of relevance and interest to the wider BBC.
The team considers this trial to be a pilot. To improve the confidence that can be placed in the
results, the team hopes to conduct repeats of the trial, where the games will be played by multiple
different groups of participants.
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6

Findings

Findings from the evaluation are presented here grouped into themes. Findings are summarised at
the end of each grouping as a set of bullets. The names of participants have been altered to
respect their privacy.
The first game-play period lasted 16 minutes 52 seconds.
The second game-play period lasted 18 minutes 6 seconds.
6.1

Novelty & Enjoyment

During interviews, the participants were asked for general feedback on the game. They found the
whole experience enjoyable and worthwhile. They rated key aspects of the experience highly; they
considered it to be a good way to have fun, learn something and pass time outside:
“Fun and weird.” Lee
“Game quite good. A bit random. Quickly figured out we were hunting others.” Oliver on Feud
“Thought it was really good. It’s a cool concept for a game. I expected the signal to run out
or for us to find the end.” Helen
The novelty of physical activity and game-play was a source of enjoyment for the players;
alongside the opportunity to use a mobile phone with GPS and experience new game narratives:
“Don’t often do this kind of thing.” Kim
“Walking around, that’s new. I enjoyed walking around, not sitting down.” Lee
The physical outdoor activity was an aspect of the games appreciated by the parents; particularly
when they compared it to stationary forms of computer game. The children, in particular, were
observed to engage very enthusiastically in the necessary movement for hunting, combat and
exploration/foraging opportunities.
As tiredness and coldness set in, one player expressed a reservation:
“More prey, less walking.” Oliver on Pack
Players were asked to talk about their least favourite part of the experience. There was very little
response here, players were generally happy and comfortable with the game and the activity.
In this trial:
•

The response from the trial participants was largely positive.

•

The combination of computer games and physical activity was found to be novel, and fun.
The idea of learning by playing the games was not appealing to participants beforehand.

This may suggest that:
•

This kind of experience can be fun and appealing, particularly to children.

6.2

Game Usability

The participants were asked for their opinion on how easy the game was to play.
From observation, all were able to play together from the start of the trial without significant
difficulty, despite the extremely short pre-game familiarisation period:
“No problems. All worked as it should. Pack easier to use than Feud.” Lee on
“You could understand it easily.” Kim on

Pack
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Pack

There were a couple of instances when the players had chosen an option only to see another one
present itself just at that moment. This caused some anxiety, but did not appear to put players off
from continuing to participate:
“Sometimes I’d be pressing one thing, and ‘hunt prey’ would come up in the corner. It would
come up just as you were pressing the button.” Helen on Pack
This kind of issue is to be expected in this style of real-time multi-player game where the state of
the game can change independently of an individual player's actions.
The display on one phone model was not large enough to display all the content, so players had to
scroll. This proved to be problematic, as small amounts information were occasionally lost at the
bottom of the screen, and extra button presses were required. Nevertheless players could still
follow and participate in the game
Gaps in the players knowledge, about the structure and narrative of the game play, also led to
some mild confusion, but again did not dissuade players:
“Being bad at the game. I went from strongest to weakest. My attacks weren’t doing
anything. ” Helen on Feud
“Didn’t know who was who, and what was what. Didn’t know who was attacking. Deeper
feedback please.” Lee on Feud
“Confusing options when back to the main menu. How you are doing. Got a bit lost on the
phone at times.” Lee on Pack
However, players were observed to be very willing to persist, and rapidly filled in the gaps in their
knowledge and understanding:
“Working together was fun rather than working against. Easy to figure out. Worked out
hunting together was best. Moving around and finding prey was enjoyable.” Lee on Pack
Supervision during the game-play periods was minimal. Players did not request or require
assistance to continue participating.
In this trial:
 Players could comprehend fundamental aspects of the experience, from understanding
what to do/how to play, to keying in responses, to understanding the instructions and
feedback, and thinking of a response.
 Some players found some screens within the user interface initially confusing
 Some players wanted more information or feedback to relate the actors in the game to the
real life participants
This may suggest that:
 Despite some small areas of confusion, the games were generally considered easy to use

Participants playing the games
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6.3

Narrative & content

The trial participants unanimously declared that they liked the narrative and content of both games
(rating them 4 out of a possible 5).
The game did not contain a traditional linear story-telling narrative; but despite this they found it
easy to connect to characters in the narrative, and this relationship was developed with factual
information, which gave the characters depth and brought them to life:
“There are different tribes, not just tribe 1 and tribe 2.” Helen on

Feud

The ‘sense of control’ was appealing to players; particularly when accompanied with a sense of
freedom - to choose how and when to participate in the games:
“I have control, very enjoyable.” Helen
“Freedom to attack anyone you want.” Oliver on Feud
For example, one player reported that Feud gave him a sense of freedom because he was not
forced to collaborate with others. Instead he could make individual progress and not be hindered –
which was ideal for this confident experienced gamer.
In this trial:
 Players reacted positively to having a high degree of freedom and autonomy in gameplay.
This may suggest that:
 The absence of a traditional linear story-telling narrative structure was, in this instance,
positively received by some players.
 Experienced gamers appreciate being able to choose to make individual progress, without
being hindered by others.

6.4

Progress

Players were observed to understand the games better after the second gameplay session, as
players moved from being novices to being more expert.
Part of this process which was appealing to the players was discovering how to behave within the
games, and then utilizing that behaviour effectively:
“I liked the wolves hunting together. I liked working out that hunting together was good.” Lee on
Pack

Players talked about sense of achievement when they had progressed within the game.
“Near the end I was winning –at the beginning I was the weakest.” Kim on

Feud

“Not being Alpha inspires you to work harder.” Oliver on Pack
Although one player had not progressed during the game (having been the strongest player at first
and then losing strength as the game played out) she still enjoyed the experience.
This was reflected in the game interaction logs where, overall, there was an increase in game
activity during the second round of game-play. The aggregate number of actions instigated by
players (exploring, hunting, etc) demonstrate this and are shown in Table 1.
Game Session

Total number of actions by players
across both games

1st

160

2nd

213

Table 1: Total number of actions undertaken by players in each game
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In this trial:
 Players grew in confidence and understanding during the second game session.
 Players talked positively about “figuring out” how to play collaboratively.
 Players took note of their in-game 'status' and valued the sense of achievement when they
progressed.
This may suggest that:
 The act of discovering and learning how to behave within the games, and then utilizing that
behaviour effectively, was appealing in itself.
 Players valued the ability to progress, and getting appropriate feedback on this.

6.5

Lone activities vs social activities

The exploration activities (termed 'foraging' in Pack) were designed as lone activities. The game
mechanisms provided no scope for one player's exploration to affect, compete or collaborate with
that of another.
When interviewed, players spoke positively about this mechanism, but also expressed a
preference for the social game components:
“As you go to different places, there’d be things to find. Loads of stuff in some places, not in
others.” Helen on Pack
“Liked the exploring. Every area. Felt like exploring new places. Liked going to new places.”
Lee on Feud

“Exploring –not as enjoyable, it can get boring exploring.” Helen on Feud
The game also included a generic “info” option which would present the player with facts. This
mechanism could be triggered as often as a player desired, whilst not engaging in hunting or
combat. Players did not comment on this mechanism during interviews.
Game
Type of action performed Session
“Did you know?” (Feud)
or “Wolf lore” (Pack)
“Explore” (Feud)
or “Forage” (Pack)
Combat (Feud)
or Hunting (Pack)

Number of times action
performed in Feud

Number of times action
performed in Pack

Phone A

Phone B

Phone C

Phone D

Phone E

Phone F

1st

3

0

2

6

5

4

2nd

3

0

0

9

2

2

1st

3

0

5

6

8

7

2nd

2

2

10

2

2

6

1st

27

30

15

19

6

14

2nd

28

19

43

23

26

24

Table 2: Frequency with which players chose to perform the different types of action in the games
The log of game interactions showed that players took up nearly every social (hunting or combat)
opportunity presented to them. This data is shown in Table 2. Players appeared to select the
exploration/foraging and did-you-know/lore action less often when the opportunity was available.
This strongly indicated that combat or hunting interactions were preferred.
This can be deduced from the fact that the games lasted just over 15 minutes each and hunting or
combat opportunities were triggered on a 30 second timer. For players of Pack, this meant a
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maximum of approximately 30 hunting opportunities could occur. For Feud players, the total is
higher since a player may choose to attack more than one opponent (if more than one is nearby).
Exploration and foraging opportunities were limited only by the need for a player to move
approximately 10 metres away from their previous exploration location. They could therefore
reasonably be expected to be able to forage or explore at least as often as they hunted.
“Wolf lore” and “Did you know?” information could be requested at any time, without limits on
frequency.

Participants engaging in 'exploration' or 'foraging' activities
Occasionally, players enjoyed exploring as an activity in its own right. They liked the task of
collecting content and enjoyed the anticipation and surprises exploration brought to the
experience.
Some players thought exploration should be rewarded and become integrated into the gameplay;
for example, being able to win items from other tribes by beating them in combat.
In contrast, the adults who tested the games reported being more interested in collecting
information than the more social elements of gameplay. Factors such as this may be rated more
highly by older users.
It should be noted that the social gameplay activities also had the more complex game
mechanisms. The greater levels of enjoyment and engagement may be partially explained by this.

In this trial:
 Players utilised the collaborative and competitive social game elements far more than the
lone activities.
 Players still enjoyed the lone activities.
 The adult players preferred the “information collecting” lone activities.
This may suggest that:
 Younger players enjoy and prefer social gameplay elements.
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6.6

Combat vs Hunting - Competition vs Collaboration

Interviews with players indicated that the desire to “join in” and collaborate or compete was a key
factor which drove participation:
“Working together was most fun.” Oliver
“Connecting people in different places.” Lee
“Working together was fun rather than working against. Easy to figure out. Worked out
hunting together was best. Moving around and finding prey was enjoyable.” Lee on Pack
“When trying to attack each other. It was fun. We had to track and chase –you had to be just
in time.” Kim on Pack
“Good Story for young people. More appealing to boys because of attacking and stuff.” Kim on
Pack

During the pre-trial questionnaire (to establish players interest in technology and games), the
female players had expressed disinterest in ‘action’ and ‘learning’ games, preferring 'lifestyle'
games such as NintenDogs.
Despite this, they considered the combat activities of the games enjoyable:
“When trying to attack each other. It was fun. We had to track and chase –you had to be just
in time.” Kim on Pack
“I liked attacking.” Kim on Feud
“Getting attacked…Damn it! I was trying to run away, but attack people at the same time.”
Helen on Pack

Enjoyment appeared to have been derived from having to collaborate and co-ordinate activities.
However, this will need further investigation.
During interviews players reported that, overall, Pack was preferred to Feud.
Players reported enjoying the collaborative element of hunting in Pack, and expressed an overall
preference for it, compared to the combat mechanic in Feud:
“Working together was fun rather than working against. Easy to figure out. Worked out
hunting together was best. Moving around and finding prey was enjoyable.” Lee on Pack
Game interaction log data supported this, as can be seen in Table 3.
Phone D

Phone E

Phone F

1st Game

53%
(10 times)

83%
(5 times)

43%
(6 times)

2nd Game

87%
(20 times)

81%
(21 times)

80%
(19 times)

Table 3: Percentages of hunts in Pack performed collaboratively by each
player (as opposed to solitary hunts) showing a preference for collaboration
Players suggested that they did not enjoy or did not fully understand Feud's combat (competitive)
mechanic.
“You understand the point of Pack more than Feud. Pack told you more than Feud did, and
was more predictable.” Oliver
One player said he felt no real sense of connection with the combat, which may have been due to
the design decision to have interactions in only one direction (players cannot defend against an
attack). They expressed a desire for a more direct "duelling" style of combat, such as the ‘fastest
finger first’ variety.
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One player also expressed a desire for a collaborative mechanism in Feud, where he could join up
with other players and then take on other teams.
It is possible that for these particular games, the players may simply have preferred the particular
game mechanics implemented for the social activities. This may not be the case for other games.
The research team believes this is unlikely to fully account for the effect, because both games had
different game mechanics implemented, but this pattern held for both of them. Further study would
be needed to determine if this apparent preference for social game interactions is significant.

In this trial:
 Players noted enjoying the collaborative and competitive elements of both games.
 Players preferred the collaborative play of Pack to the competitive mechanic in Feud.
 Opportunities to hunt collaboratively in Pack were taken more frequently than opportunities
to hunt alone.
 Players wanted the competitive game elements to involve proper two way “duelling” style
interaction and/or collaborative aspects.
 Players that were profiled as preferring non combative games still enjoyed
combat/competitive elements of this game.
This may suggest that:
 Their enjoyment is rooted in the social nature of the games, particularly collaboration, not
purely in competitive behaviour.
 Players may actually prefer collaborative mechanisms to competitive ones.
 Competitive game mechanisms need to be more dynamic and feature two way interaction
between involved parties to be effective.

6.7

The “Overlapping Universes” Aspect

Players were observed realising quickly that they were having different experiences from some of
the other players. They rapidly progressed to the realisation that two different games were being
played and that they were interlinked in some way. This was confirmed during interviews:
“Figuring out who attacked me, when others said ‘wasn’t me!’ I figured it was probably
Romans who were on other phones.” Helen on Feud
“I tried to get one dude, I thought he was a deer. I was a Roman legion in his game.” Helen on
Pack

An interview response from one of the players indicated that his mental model considered all
players to be participating in the same gaming experience, even though they were divided across
two nearly separate games:
“Four people playing –I like to pair up and take on other people. More people –at least 10 or
12.” Lee
Players willingly interacted across the boundary separating the games. The game interaction logs,
summarised in Table 4, show that the Feud players engaged in many attacks on Romans (Pack
players manifesting in their game universe). Pack players did also try to hunt bears (Feud players):
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Game
Session

Percentage of attacks that
were against Romans in Feud

Percentage of hunts
targeting the Bear in Pack

Phone A

Phone B

Phone C

Phone D

Phone E

Phone F

1st

33%
(9 times)

70%
(21 times)

40%
(6 times)

5%
(1 times)

17%
(1 times)

14%
(2 times)

2nd

21%
(6 times)

11%
(2 times)

20%
(9 times)

13%
(3 times)

12%
(3 times)

13%
(3 times)

Table 4: Frequency with which players chose to attack or hunt players in the other game
Attempts to hunt bears were much less frequent. This may be because bears were designed as a
deliberately hard-to-hunt target requiring all three Pack players to collaborate to achieve even a
modest probability of success. Conversely, Romans could be attacked by individual Feud players
with a far higher chance of a successful outcome.
In the post-trial interview the game mechanics were explained, and participants were asked if the
overlap had affected their experience. Participants expressed no concerns, and they said their
experiences were not affected in a negative way. Indeed, one thought it was ‘cool’ that the two
games overlapped.

In this trial:


No player exhibited any negativity to the realisation that the two teams were playing
different games.



Players realised the games were interlinked.



At least one player considered all players to be participating in the same game.



Players willingly interacted across the boundary between the games.



Some of the players treated it as a challenge to identify the connection between the two
games.

This suggests that:


6.8

The 'overlapping universes' aspect of interlinking games can enhance the experience of
the players.

Other Observed Social Effects & Collaboration

6.8.1 Verbal Communication
Prior to commencing the games, little interaction was observed between the participants. There
were some natural reservations about working with strangers. The research team expected this to
carry across into the trials themselves.
However once gameplay commenced, lines of communication rapidly opened within teams and,
more surprisingly, between teams as participants began the process of establishing their identities
and role within the games, and organizing strategies.
“Annoying, working with people you don’t know, but its fun.” Oliver on Pack
“Trying to figure out what other people were. Someone just attacked me! That was me! And
celebrating if you got someone.” Helen on Pack
“Figuring out who attacked me, when others said ‘wasn’t me!’ I figured it was probably
Romans who were on other phones.” Helen on Feud
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“I tried to get one dude, I thought he was a deer. I was a Roman legion in his game.” Helen on
Pack

A considerable amount of communication was observed between the players during gameplay.
This was contrary to the research team's pre-trial expectation that players would be fairly secretive,
in order to get an edge on other players. Instead, players were continuously asking each other
questions and discussing strategies.

The participants collaborated and communicated much more that the research team expected
Indeed, some decisions were taken outside the game, creating a "meta-game”. For example, two
boys on one of the teams decided to join forces against their team member (the father of one of
the boys) as well as the opposing team when they were playing Feud (a combat game).
Such high levels of communication may have been artificially high due to the organised nature of
the trial. This effect may therefore not be quite as pronounced in a real-world situation or on a
larger scale with more players.
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to look at the wider impact of this type of gameplay, such as
the way in which it may support existing social relationships and new ones.
In this trial:


Players engaged in considerable verbal communication.



Communication occurred between players of different games, as well as within the same
game.

This suggests that:


Freedom within a game could support existing social relationships and foster new ones.

6.8.2 Bullying
During discussions of attack strategy, players commented on problems associated with attacking
behaviour, particularly the potential problem of bullying.
Further into the conversations, players proffered solutions to the problem of aggressive behaviour:
“Annoying because you don’t know who attacked (in the real world). Bullying –people
constantly attacking me (my Dad!). I couldn’t attack the girls. You should be able to block
someone who keeps attacking you.” Oliver on Feud
No behaviour perceived as bullying was reported during the trial.
In this trial:
 players noted the potential for bullying behaviour in social and collaborative games
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6.9

Learning

A set of questions were asked before and after each game, to understand how much of the content
was absorbed and retained by the players:
Pack questions:
What do Wolves eat? How do Wolves hunt?
Feud questions:
What weapons did Celts Use? What did the Celts Eat?
In the pre-trial questionnaire, all the participants suggested wolves ate meat, and hunted in a pack,
while the Celtic Tribes also ate meat, fruit and veg, and used swords and bows/arrows as
weapons.
After playing each of the games the participants responses to the same questions became more
detailed. The participants' knowledge of the subject matter contained in both the games was
noticeably improved. They suggested wolves ate deer, moose and bear, and they were omnivores
who eat meat and fruit. Participants also talked more confidently about wolves hunting in packs:
“[They] hunt in packs a lot of the time. It’s better to work in a group than on your own. Can
come from different angles.” Helen
“Attack from behind.” Lee
Participants gave more confident, detailed answers to questions about the Celts:
“Spears, slingshots, archers, throwing weapons.” Oliver
“Corn and meat. Anything edible to build-up stamina.” Helen
Their comments suggested that although the games were easy to play they had to take notice of
the information the game was giving them in order to make decisions about what to do, such as
evaluating the outcomes of their actions:
“It takes a bit of brain power deciding what to attack. Moose are too big. Bears attack a lot!”
Helen on Pack

“Communication was good, and being active. I learnt more from the wolf game than the Celts
game.” Oliver
The desire to “learn something” was not an appealing factor for participants at the start of the trial.
In a list of reasons to play the games, “learning” scored 3 out of 5. However, once the players had
experienced the system they saw the appeal of using game mechanisms for learning, and in a
follow-up questionnaire they suggested it was a good way to learn something new, rating it 4.5 out
of 5.
These initial findings suggest that delivering learning content through mobile games mechanisms
may be effective, and of great value to the BBC. Obviously, this is an area for further research.
In this trial:
 the desire to ‘learn something’ was not an appealing factor for participants at the start
 knowledge delivered through game content was retained by the participants
 this occurred both for passive elements, such as exploration, and the mechanics that
incorporated social interaction such as hunting and combat
This suggests that:
 engaging game mechanics with social elements can be an effective way to deliver learning
content in mobile games
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6.10

Trust

Participants were asked about issues of privacy and trust that are integral to location-aware
experiences of this sort.
The children participating expressed no significant concern in relation to privacy issues. Players
said they ‘didn’t mind’ systems like this logging their location and utilizing their details. Indeed
some talked about the benefits of having their whereabouts and activities logged:
“If you get lost, you can find your way back, or people can find you. Its helpful like sat-nav. I
don’t have a problem with my parents knowing where I go.” Helen
“If we could find an anonymous way of doing it that would be good.” Oliver
The two adults who also took part in the trial expressed understandable and obvious concerns over
trust and privacy issues, as outlined earlier in this report.
This is an important issue that should be given due consideration if work is to continue in this area.
Possibilities exist for technical solutions which could alleviate negative responses to data sharing,
and these could be the focus of future research.
Interviews with participants showed that:
 the children had no significant concern in relation to trust and privacy issues
 the adults expressed concerns in relation to trust and privacy issues
This suggests that:
 trust and privacy issues must be addressed for these kinds of technologies to be deemed
acceptable and safe
 there is scope for technical solutions that mitigate these issues through obfuscation and
anonymisation of data

6.11

Other observations

6.11.1 Suggestions for Game Play Improvements
Several suggestions about how to improve the games were made throughout the trial by
participants.
Accessible feedback and game play information are fundamental features of successful games,
and it was suggested that in both Pack and Feud more feedback and information was needed:
“Should be a beta. A solid route –to know where you are. Information on how to improve.
Game messages to Pack members without losing credit.” Oliver on Pack
“Needed more feedback from the game on how the wolves were doing relative to each other
–who was strongest and who was weakest.” Lee on Pack
“When you go to forage, a prompt should come up then.” Helen on

Pack

“Need to say where tribe is spatially –tell me where they are. Collecting stuff when exploring
which can be lost or won in battle. Gold, medicine, water…need to be used in game as
items. Battle feedback on damage done to you, and part of tribe affected.” Lee on Feud
Other key features of games were also requested, such as reward systems, leader boards, and the
importance of playing as a group.
“I’d like to see tables of who is beating you. Pack should have a bit about who is doing best
and worst. Health-points, that are viewable. What do I get from hunting and why?”Lee
“Four people playing –I like to pair up and take on other people. More people –at least 10 or
12.” Lee
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Two of the players were action/adventure-game literate, and both wanted much richer in-game
statistics related feedback in both games. They recognized methods of feedback from playing
other "adventure" games on consumer console games platforms, and suggested other types of
feedback that could be added. For example, in Feud one player wanted to know how much
damage he had done to the opposition during combat and vice versa.
Players also suggested that they would like to design, and add their own characters and resources
to the games:
“Design your own weapons (on the web).” Oliver on

Feud

“Bluetooth your names, and explicitly create your own packs.” Oliver on

Pack

The importance of personalisation and user generated content (UGC) is now being utilized in many
commercial applications (e.g., In LittleBigPlanet players can adapt and build their own character
and game-environment). Default settings are provided for novice players, which can then be
adapted and developed as the player expertise develops. This is an area that still needs to be
researched, and could be an opportunity for future research work. It also throws up related issues
such a BBC moderation of UGC.
Although it is not the intention to compete with the games market on consumer video platforms, it
would be beneficial to ‘borrow’ some of the techniques/features they utilize. These should serve
both to inform the player (providing a level of familiarity/safety for them to work within) and to
create a more appealing environment to sustain long-term interest.
Finally, players were asked to propose other types of games they would like to play, and
alternative themes were suggested such as ‘different animals’, the names of popular films, books
and games such as Star Wars and Harry Potter.
“World of Warcraft, something like Sonic Heroes (including Shadow and Silver), Artix
entertainment –Dragonfable, AdventureQuest, MechQuest” Oliver
This suggests that this type of game-mechanism could support (and players might welcome), BBC
brands such as Doctor Who.
6.11.2 Technical performance of the system
The system operated stably without failure for the duration of the trial. A researcher was able to
monitor and log live game activity reliably, including tracking the GPS positions of players.
All 6 handsets remained connected to the GSM network used. Users did not report any issues with
lag (delay from user input to a response being displayed)

Bluetooth GPS units being recharged

Pre-trial testing revealed that GPS receiver accuracy was lower than anticipated, leading to
unreliable detection of when one player comes near to another. This was mitigated by doubling the
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maximum separation distance over which two players are deemed to be in proximity from an initial
10 metres to 20.
During the trial, some players picked up on the large separation distance used and felt that it
impacted upon gameplay:
“People can attack from too far away. Smaller radius, 10m is better.” Oliver
GPS technology in phones is still fairly new so this issue may diminish in the future as
implementations continue to improve in sensitivity, speed and accuracy.
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7

Conclusions

The trial described here is a small scale initial pilot with a small number of participants. These
results should therefore be seen as indicative, rather than definitive. However they do provide a
useful insight into the practicality and value of these kinds of games.
It would be beneficial to repeat the trial with larger numbers of participants to further validate these
results.
7.1

Main outcomes

The trial was successfully executed and therefore showed that it was possible to:


Construct a mobile phone based social gaming experience with location awareness



Create simple mechanisms to interlink two games whilst still delivering a consistent and
coherent narrative structure for each

The hypotheses, described earlier in section 3, are largely supported by the findings of the trial:


Interactive, social/multi-player gaming experiences on mobile devices are fun
(particularly for children)
 findings on “Novelty and Enjoyment” show the children found the games engaging
and enjoyable
 findings on the with regards to “Lone Activities vs Social Activities” found a
preference for the social components of the games
 findings on “Competition vs Collaboration” indicate that players derive as much, if
not more, enjoyment from collaborative play compared to more traditional
competitive modes of play

 Gaming experiences can be used to deliver learning content
 findings on “Learning” demonstrated that the children absorbed knowledge from the
game, both that provided explicitly as “facts” and that which was more implicit, such
as choices of weapons and possible tactics
 Implementing the "multiple-universes" concept adds to the enjoyment and learning
experience
 findings on “Interaction between game universes” showed that the players readily
accepted the interlinking between two different games and showed signs that it
enhanced the experience
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8

Other outcomes
8.1

Technical observations

This trial also served as an opportunity to test whether the technology used could support factual
location-aware games in the real world, with real players:


The Wombile platform was able to deliver a stable, engaging and fun mobile gaming
experience



The thin-client application was able to deliver an engaging quality of experience in real-time
for a game that was location-aware and network based



None of the technical issues reported were platform limitations



The limited accuracy of GPS, reinforced the research team's opinion that allowances for
this need to be designed into the games

These trials have been an investigation of only one very basic application built using the Wombile
platform. The usefulness of the platform stems from the fact that it is a cheap and fast way of
experimenting with location-aware experiences, ultimately creating working demonstrations rather
than proof-of-concept mock-ups.
The Multiple Universes games demonstrated that careful game design and tuning made a big
difference when important factors -like the accuracy of GPS receivers -are outside your control. (It
may also be worth considering other ways of triangulating players’ positions using mobile devices.)
8.2

Other observations of interest

The trial also highlighted other interesting and potentially valuable insights that could aid future
developments in this field:


The games were greatly enjoyed despite the lack of a traditional linear story-telling
narrative structure



They found the combination of computer games and physical activity novel, fun and
educational. (The idea of learning by playing games was not appealing beforehand.)



The children's behaviour suggested that they preferred the social game-play elements



There was considerable verbal communication and coordination between players.



Players from different games communicated extensively with each other



The children expressed a preference for the collaborative gameplay elements of Pack over
the competitive (but less well developed) mechanisms in Feud



The children's preference for the social gameplay elements may indicate that more
complex mechanisms with social elements are more engaging, and are therefore perhaps
also the better mechanism to deliver learning content through.



Privacy and trust issues were a greater concern for adults/parents than the children

The trial demonstrated that embedding narrative elements into a location-aware/based game,
improved the user experience for what was, essentially a learning tool delivering factual content.
Giving players identities and goals within the environment helped to give them a sense of
achievement and investment in the activity.
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9

Value, Benefits & Future Work

The development of home fixed-line internet access has moved, over time, from slow metered dialup access to near ubiquitous faster and cheaper unmetered (though perhaps capped) broadband
access. It is therefore reasonable to assume that mobile internet access will follow a similar path,
and delivering location-aware content will only become easier, as handsets continue to improve
and more generous or unlimited data tariffs become cheaper and more commonplace.
The handset capabilities required for these kinds of applications will become increasingly common.
The cost of mobile data tariffs stand a good chance of eventually dropping to the point where most
users can consume data without worrying about the cost.
It is therefore worth continuing to develop and understand these technologies with a view to them
becoming practically realisable as service propositions.
9.1

Appealing to younger audiences

These kinds of applications lend themselves to presenting an experience that is non-linear and/or
highly personalised for the individual. These attributes appeal to audiences that do not usually
make time to sit down and consume scheduled televised media.
For a content creator such as the BBC, authoring game-like experiences provides opportunities to
reach a section of the audience which does not traditionally engage with the BBC's usual formats
of content.
There is plenty of scope for further prototypes and trials, to help explore and understand the
editorial, design and behavioural aspects of games and other services, with a particular
interest in how they may appeal to younger audiences (both children and younger adults).
9.2

Looking beyond games to other forms of content

Real-world locations can be represented in a game world in both factual and fictional terms. Both
are found in media content. An attraction of authoring location-aware content is that the users own
preferences can determine what they experience at any given location.
For example, this could be a piece of historical data mined from factual programme archives,
content whose sole purpose is to entertain the user, or an opportunity to interact socially with other
users in that location for some mutually beneficial purpose. Many organisations, including the
BBC, already possess a wealth of archive content that could be used as the basis for such
experiences.
As with any new form of technology capable of rich interactive media content, the possible uses
are limited only by requirements and imagination. It will be fascinating to see how the content and
experiences that are created evolve, given time, confidence and familiarity with the possibilities of
the medium. The resulting formats will borrow and learn from existing storytelling and production
skills, but ultimately, there is the opportunity to create something entirely new.
9.3

Exploring and understanding the 'overlapping universes concept'

The ‘overlapping universes’ idea has the potential to neatly solve many of the problems inherent in
trying to create ultra-personalised experiences while also retaining the emotional and dramatic
impact of sharing experiences with a large number of other people.
This trial only explored the concept in a very simple way – through the loose coupling of two games
– but it indicated that players would be willing to accept the use of such techniques to enhance the
game world.
Research is needed to explore the different ways in which the universes of games, and other
forms of social application, can be overlapped.
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A key concern with location based services, is security and privacy. This will become even more
important if data is being shared between services or games, possibly even between services run
by different organisations and individuals.
Work should be done to understand the security and privacy issues when sharing data
between games and other services. Technical solutions, such as anonymisation and obfuscation
of data, should be investigated.
9.4

Future of the Wombile platform

From a technical viewpoint, the initial prototype described in this report is a small scale
demonstrator. In the longer term it will be perfectly possible to progress the technology towards a
production quality system, given sufficient development resources.
As an Open source licensed project under active development, the Wombile platform's capabilities
and maturity are likely to improve over time. The authors of the platform are open to ideas and
discussion to help direct its future development.
The appendices of this White Paper that discuss the Technology and Game Design also outlines
some areas the Wombile developers have already identified for future improvements.
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Appendix A:Technical overview of the Wombile platform
A.1

Background

The Wombile platform grew out of a prototype built for the Over The Air mobile development event
organised by BBC Backstage in March 2008 [10].
The developers of Wombile originally intended to build a multi-player location-aware game using
mobile phones and GPS. Their aim was to explore whether multi-player games set in a persistent
universe (akin to World of Warcraft and other Massively Multi-player On-line Games) could be
made to work using mobile phones as the user interface, blending the real and virtual worlds
through the use of the player's real world location as their coordinate in the game world.
This resulted in Faebl [11] - a simple proof of concept of a multi-player game. When players came
within physical proximity of each other, they would be able to engage in a simple combat
mechanic, as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Screenshots from Faebl, the first prototype built using Wombile
The developers also experimented with possible non-game applications, including Proxichat which allowed users to send messages that would be broadcast to any other users within a defined
radius – the basics of a location-aware social mobile application.
As development progressed it quickly became apparent that the most natural solution would be to
create two parts:
 a “thin client” for the phone – a simple, minimal application with no understanding of the
rules of the game
 a “game server” - a more complex application where the rules of the game are embodied
and applied
Although the original Faebl and Proxichat prototypes built for Over The Air did not fully realise this
goal, the Wombile platform has been further developed in the latter half of 2008 to achieve this.
The same client, without modification, can be used for different applications or games.
A.2

Wombile's capabilities

The Wombile platform is a client application that runs on mobile phones, and a collection of server
side tools for building applications designed to drive that client. Both are written in the Java
programming language.
Most mobile phones support Java. The application can therefore, in principle, run on any mobile
phone with support for the particular facilities required by Wombile at this time (see the appendices
of this White Paper for more detailed technical information).
The server is a lightweight application into which specific games or applications are plugged-in.
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Under the direction of the server, the client displays screens containing a combination of text and
pictures; along with options that the user can select to choose what to do. The server can also
instruct the client to play a sound.
The client can optionally send the server regular heartbeats every few seconds, detailing the user's
position, obtained from a GPS device.
From this base set of functionality, higher level application behaviour can be readily synthesised.
A.3

Open Source

Faebl, Proxichat and the Wombile platform are independent of the BBC. The developers are a
mixture of BBC staff and non-BBC staff who work on Wombile collectively as a personal project.
Wombile is released under an open source software licence. Specifically, the GNU Public Licence
v2 (GPL v2). This permits third parties (including the BBC) to freely use, modify and improve
Wombile. Applications built using Wombile may be released or distributed (either commercially or
non commercially) provided that any changes or additions are also released under the same
Licence terms, or contributed back to the Wombile project.
Due to the Wombile platform's modular architecture, it is possible to create applications for the
server without being obliged to release them in this manner – an application is an independent
plug-in component and not actually part of the server.
A.4

Code and Asset Ownership

During development, some contributions were made by the team to improve capabilities and
robustness of the Wombile client and server. These have therefore been contributed and
incorporated into the freely available Wombile platform.
However the textual and graphical assets and code comprising the Feud and Pack games,
developed for this trial, remain wholly owned by the BBC. This is because the game is, in effect, a
'plug in' for the Wombile server and can therefore be deemed independent.
A.5

Technical details of the client

The current iteration of the phone Client is a Java MIDlet designed to run on Java MIDlet capable
phones that support the following profiles: MIDP 2.0, CLDC 1.1, JSR-75 (local filing-system
access) and JSR-179 (the optional Location-API). This capability set is reasonably common across
current mid-range handsets to high-end smart phones. For development work and trials, a mixture
of Nokia N73, N95 and N96 smart phones were used. These capabilities are already trickling down
into more mid-range and mainstream handsets. Sufficient storage space is also required for the
graphical and audio assets in whatever game or application is to be played.
Feud and Pack, for example, contained a large amount of photo-realistic and stylised graphics,
totalling just over 4 megabytes of data. When the game is first played, this data is pushed to the
client, where it is persistently cached.
This serves to minimise the amount of data that needs to flow between client and server during
game play or application use. This not only helps minimise mobile network data charges but also
allows for much more responsive applications (whilst still being graphical) than would be possible
with a browser based experience. This, combined with the need to access services on the phone
such as Bluetooth or GPS capabilities, was the major reason for opting to create a custom thin
client application rather than attempt to achieve the same effect through the browser.
A.6

Technical details of the Server

The server is a lightweight application built using Java 2 Standard Edition v5 or v6. Game or
application plug-ins are also written in Java.
The client and server communicate over 3G, GPRS or WiFi using a simple network 'socket'
connection using a simple lightweight custom protocol. The set up used for the trials consisted of a
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server on the Internet and phones communicating via 3G or GPRS. For testing and development,
WiFi was heavily used.
The server provides an extensible command line interface for control and querying state at
runtime.
Plugged-in applications receive events notifying them of clients connecting and disconnecting and
of messages being received from them (due to, for example, the user selecting an option).
Facilities in the server provide services for controlling the user interface on the client and for being
notified of position coordinates.
A further service, available to applications, automates the download of game assets (sounds,
graphics) to the client.
The developers' aspirations for further development of the Wombile platform include:
 creating facilities to assist with sharing data between application as per the “overlapping
universes” concept.
 Adding the ability to scale to large numbers of users (hundreds or thousands)
 creating clients for handsets that do not currently support Java MIDlets (such as iPhone
and Android)
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Appendix B:Technical overview of Feud and Pack
B.1

The Game Development Process

The bulk of the development work was carried out by a team of two programmers and two content
creators. Towards the end of development a third programmer provided assistance with the final
development cycle, testing and the trial itself.
The overall design of the two games was devised during initial planning meetings and focused on
setting the theme, educational goals and designing the main game mechanics and the user
interactions that would manifest them. The team therefore aimed to try to separate content
specifics from game structure and implementation.
The result for both games was a set of user journeys detailing the flow from one screen to the next,
roughly defined game mechanics and a clear idea of what textual and graphical assets would be
required.
These steps were particularly critical since the short time allocated for development work placed
severe constraints on the richness and complexity of user interactions that would be
implementable.
The bulk of software development and asset creation occurred in parallel, with assets being initially
integrated a few days prior to pre-trial testing.
The game was initially tested by colleagues unfamiliar with the project, and gathering feedback
from them. They were provided with a means to take notes as they played and were informally
interviewed and debriefed afterwards to gather further observations or clarifications of their notes.
Logging data was also collected for analysis.
In addition to identifying general bugs and typographical errors, the initial testing cycle revealed
significant weaknesses in the user interaction design and highlighted confusing elements in some
textual assets.
The findings were collated and discussed and the game design was adjusted to compensate. A
second testing cycle, using different colleagues, successfully validated that the changes made
adequately addressed the weaknesses. A few further minor refinements were made prior to
running the actual trial.
B.2

Game Design Overview

The reader is assumed to already be familiar with the basic premises of Feud and Pack from
reading earlier sections of this White Paper.
The figures in this section show possible sequences of user interaction as illustrated in Figure 10:

Something
happens

Screen
shown to the
user

User does
something, or
something else
happens

Another
Screen
shown to the
user

Figure 10: Example user interaction sequence
Both Feud and Pack provide three main game play options for the players. In the case of Feud
these were termed “exploration”, “information” and “combat”. In Pack they were termed “foraging”,
“lore” and “hunting”.
In both games, players could call up a single screen detailing their status, termed in the game as
“How am I doing?”. This yielded a qualitative description of how well they were faring relative to
other players in the game. For example: “You are the top dog in the Pack” or “You are the
strongest Tribe in the area, but the Catuvellauni are not far behind.”
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User
chooses to
explore /
forage

Exploration /
Foraging
Outcome

User selects
'OK'

User
chooses to
explore /
forage

“Nothing
here.
Move on”

User selects
'OK'

User
chooses to
explore /
forage

Exploration /
Foraging
conundrum

User selects
'A' or 'B'

Exploration /
Foraging
Outcome

User selects
'OK'

Figure 11: The possible user interaction sequences for exploration / foraging
Exploration and foraging are both mechanisms for the player to increase their statistics by
“exploring” their current location. The different interaction sequences that can occur are shown in
Figure 11. In response to selecting this option, a scenario is selected at random from a pregenerated set. The scenario will either be an immediate reward - for example: “you find a stream to
drink from” - or a conundrum with two possible choices, only one of which will yield a reward – for
example: “You've found a merchant! Do you want to barter some of your surplus corn for better
weapons?"
Exploration and foraging are tied to location. Attempting to explore or forage in a location that has
already recently been explored or foraged in results in the player being told that there is nothing to
find and that they should move on. This was deliberately done to limit the rate at which players
could explore or forage to top-up their statistics and to encourage them to move around.
User
chooses
'info' / 'lore'

Info / Lore

User selects
'OK'

Figure 12: The user interaction for info / lore
The information / lore option, as indicated in Figure 12, provides single screens containing bitesized chunks of factual information. Some of these provide strong hints as to effective combat
tactics or encourage collaborative pack hunting behaviour.
The Feud combat mechanic and Pack hunting mechanic both operated in synchrony to an invisible
game clock. The game detects proximities of players every 30 seconds and presents the option to
attack or hunt as appropriate if players are sufficiently close to one another.
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User
chooses to
scout the
enemy

Scouting
Outcome

User selects
'OK'

User
chooses to
scout the
enemy

User
informed
scouts lost

User selects
'OK'

User
chooses to
attack the
enemy

Choice of
tactics

User
chooses
tactic from
list

Outcome of
attack

Attacked
user
interrupted

Informed of
outcome of
having been
attacked

User selects
'OK'

Returned to
previous
screen

User selects
'OK'

Figure 13: Interaction sequences for combat in Feud
In Feud, players would receive the option to “scout” the enemy or “attack” them. The interaction
sequences are shown in Figure 13. The scouting option yields hints that help the player select the
correct strategy when they choose to attack. The player learns through trial and error which
strategies work in which situations. For example: “Your scouts report an enemy force armed with
spears and javelins” may mean the best strategy is to attack using “Slings (from high ground)”
The choice of strategy and the relative strength of the attacker and attacked are combined to form
a simple probability of success. When the player attacks, both the attacker and the attacked are
informed of the outcome. A successful attack results in a decrease in strength for the loser. The
attacked is interrupted but returned to whatever they were doing once they dismiss the message.
For example, the successful attacker may be told that “You won because attacking with a very
long range weapon like a sling is an excellent tactic against the mid-range javelins and short range
spears the enemy forces were using.”, whilst the attacked player is informed that “Your front lines
have been over-run by the vicious Iceni”.
The combat scenario (comprising scouting hint, possible tactics and their likelihood of success) is
picked at random from a selection that were created for the game.
The hunting mechanic in Pack is triggered primarily by proximity to other Pack or Feud players.
When triggered an option to choose to hunt is made available to select. As shown in Figure 14,
when the player selects it they are taken to a list of the animals they can hunt. It includes a
summary of how many other pack members are also able to participate in the hunt, for example:
“There is prey nearby, and there are 2 other wolves.”
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User chooses
to hunt (no
other wolves
nearby)

User chooses
to hunt

User chooses
to hunt (other
wolves nearby)

List of prey

List of prey and
other pack
members
nearby

User selects
target

User takes
too long
selecting
target

List of prey and
User selects
other pack
target
members
nearby

Outcome of
hunt

User selects
'OK'

“Too slow”

User selects
'OK'

“Hunt in
progress”

Once other
pack members
have selected
their targets

Outcome of
hunt

User selects
'OK'

Figure 14: Interaction sequences for hunting in Pack
If the player is the only wolf involved in the hunt, then they are immediately given the outcome of
their hunt. If more than one wolf has the option to hunt available to them, then the player is taken
to an intermediate screen explaining that ”The hunt is on. You start chasing the X”. Once all
players have chosen their targets then they all receive the outcome of the hunt.
The probability of success is weighted by the size of the target and the number of wolves hunting
that particular target, as well as their strength statistics. A successful hunt results in a substantial
boost in statistics for the player. At all stages the textual messages used take the opportunity to
reinforce the merits of hunting as a pack, for example: “Your prey had a lucky escape! Working
together as a pack is definitely the right way to go. Better luck next time!”
Factual content was delivered through all three mechanisms. For example, exploration might
indirectly reveal that wolves do sometimes forage for grubs and berries or that Tribes used herbs
as primitive medicine. The Feud combat mechanic was laced with information about combat tactics
and weaponry. The Pack hunting mechanic indirectly indicated the kinds of prey a wolf would hunt
and taught the value of collaborative pack hunting.
The Pack and Feud universes were loosely coupled through the combat and hunting mechanisms:
 For Pack players, Feud players appear as a Bear that can be hunted, but which is difficult
to hunt successfully (requiring collaborative hunting to stand any significant chance of
success).
 For Feud players, one or more Pack players manifest as a Roman army. The described
size of the army (“scouting party”, “detachment”, or “legion”) is determined by the number of
Pack players.
Player actions (choosing to hunt, or choosing to attack) in one game did not generate events in the
other. A Pack player trying to hunt, for example, could not cause a Feud player to think they had
been attacked. The cross over between the two game universes was solely on the basis of
proximity. Given more time for development, this is an area that the team would have liked to
explore better by building richer interactions.
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